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Cornhusker Economics
Drainage Law Proposal
Legislative Bill 806 would significantly change Nebraska
drainage law and bring long-overdue reform to Nebraska water law. This newsletter gives a quick overview of
LB806 and how it would impact the resolution of drainage disputes in Nebraska.
How are drainage disputes resolved in Nebraska? Current Nebraska law allows landowners to drain water
from their land onto a neighbor’s land so long as the
upper landowner follows the natural drainage, and so
long as all the drainage facilities are on the upper field.
This can be done almost without regard to how much
water is dumped on the lower field, even if the lower
field is flooded. LB806 would change this.
The current law sounds like it is a little tough on the
lower landowners. It is – I have always felt that this
drainage law provision is easily the most unfair feature
of all of Nebraska water law because lower landowners
get stuck with extra water with little or no legal recourse.
So what would LB806 do? It would change the law 180
degrees, so that upper landowners could not conduct
any drainage activities putting water onto their neighbor
that harmed the lower landowner.
That sounds like a pretty big change! It would be a Nebraska drainage law revolution! The stronger language
would make it clear to all parties, including to all the
lawyers involved and to the judges presiding over drainage disputes, that the upper landowners can’t damage
lower landowners, even if the drained water being discharged follows the natural drainage.
You mentioned upper and lower landowners. Yes. Water runs downhill, so the upper landowner is the one
doing the drainage and the lower landowner is the one
receiving the extra water they probably don’t want.

You also mentioned lawyers and judges. Right. There
are no administrative agencies involved in resolving
drainage disputes – no Natural Resource Districts, no
Department of Natural Resources, etc. Just the neighbors. Hopefully, the way LB806 would work out is that if
a neighbor discharges drained water onto their neighbor,
and it was too much water, the lower neighbor would go
to their attorney who would write a letter to the upper
landowner. When the upper landowner takes the letter to
their lawyer, they would learn from their attorney that
the law says too much water is prohibited. The upper
landowner would need to negotiate with the lower landowner to work something out. Otherwise, if the lower
landowner goes to court, the judge would almost certainly make the upper landowner stop the drainage if LB806
becomes law.
Will this change be controversial? Hard to say. There
was no opposition testimony when the bill was heard by
the Natural Resources committee. We will see if any
amendments are offered to modify the bill, and what they
do.
This sounds like something we should keep an eye on. I
will be for sure!
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